
ANTI DOCTOR 
& ANTI PEOPLE

WRONG TIMING In corona crisis when govt should be supporting his frontline warriors by
providing subsidies and peaceful and positive work environment ,govt is trying to enforce this bill to
harass the medical fraternity by bringing Inspector RAJ

WRONG PURPOSE When medical field is already governed by PMC and 43 various acts
, whats need for this draconian act OnLY Purpose seems to be satisfying false egos

WRONG INTENTIONS Govt till date has not been able to improve Public health care
Sector Rather it is trying to Privatise legendary Rajindra Medical College Patiala What the govt
intends to GAIN by controlling and regulating Private Sector which on its own is successfully provid-
ing 75% of health care services from last many years

WRONG RESULTS May be burecuratic advisors are no realising the ramifications of this
bill , that it will increase the cost of medical treatment as owners have to invest more to upgrade or
maintain the standards required under this ACT that will ultimately have to be passed upon to patient
Genera! Public will have to face the music

WRONG MESSAGE On one hand Govt is increasing the fees of medical education and
there seems to be no regulation on Private Medical colleges Fees structure ( perhaps owned by politi-
cians ) And on another hand is demoralising the coming generations to adopt this noble profession
by demeaning and nailing it by this act

Even a layman can sense the mess Govt is going to create Instead of following its Election
Manifesto of regularizing Private hospitals and Clinics and to snub quackery, it is trying to
demolish the Private healthcare System , only lifeline Available in this corona crisis with
the false hope of transferring Buck of failure of tackling Corona onto medical fraternity.

CEA BILL

General Public is advised to stand with Doctors to
support our Protest against this Draconian Act for the

betterment of Society , healthcare and future of our
Coming generations of Both patients and Doctors
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